
EDITOR‟S NOTE 

SACRED SPACE 

„HaRI‟ VALUES 

We believe in the core values of Happiness, 

Responsibility and Integrity 

and our endeavor is to instill 

these core values in students to 

enable them to achieve holistic 

growth and develop a charming 

personality. In order to support the HaRI val-

ues, we have 53 best practices. 

https://www.nsnschools.com/best-practice/  

Social contribution is an integral part of NSN 

as we believe in giving to society. 

https:/www.nsnschools.com/social-

contribution/ 
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VISION 

To take Educa-

tion beyond 

and build a new 

World. 

MISSION STATEMENT 

“To provide wholesome education, to all classes of society, that nurtures 

values, develops social and leadership skills, enhances experiential learn-

ing, leading to development of 21st century skills, provides opportunities 

to discover self, become smart and confident NSNites and contribute to 

the society”. 
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A School holds beautiful memories in a child‟s life as it shapes 

the precious life of the child.  A child who steps into the portals 

of the school as a tiny tot, is groomed with the required skills, 

nurtured in all aspects to develop into a holistic individual.  True 

to the theme for the month “Make A Difference March”, NSN has 

touched the lives of the students and made a difference by 

providing good quality education to all classes of society. At 

NSN, our endeavour is to create a community of students who 

are deep-rooted in the culture and values and build good Samar-

itans who contribute to the society and look beyond a small cir-

cle of “Me, Mine and Myself.  The students are provided with a 

great exposure with a plethora of activities planned exclusively 

to showcase their innate talents, hone their leadership skills, 

making them strong emotionally with good inter-personal skills 

and empower them in academics too.  These exposures help 

them to grow into a wholesome personality as NSN prepares stu-

dents for Life!!!. 



KG GRADUATION DAY 

NSN GROUP OF SCHOOLS celebrated its KG 

Graduation Day on 4th March, 2023. The Chief 

Guest, Mrs. Shyamala Devi, Principal, 

JRK  GLOBAL GROUP OF SCHOOLS, graced the 

occasion with her benign presence. The tiny tots 

were dressed in colourful attire and performed dif-

ferent activities on the stage like music and dance, 

which was admired by all. The theme was 

"Celebrations of India" in which few harvest festi-

vals of different states and religious festivals  were 

depicted. The program started with a prayer song 

by UKG students followed by an action song by Pre Kg and LKG kids. Graduation song 

was sung by the UKG children who were in the Graduation attire. The cultural items 

include welcome dance, colourful harvest dances like Bihu, Pongal and Baisaki.  They 

also performed religious festival dances for Diwali, Christmas, Ramzan and Navarathri. 

The grand finale was a combination of all the dances, which was an icing on the cake. 

The Chief Guest and the parents were inspired and mesmerized by the performances of 

the little ones.  It was indeed a joyful and memorable day for not only the little ones, 

but also a proud moment for the parents to see their children perform with grace and 

confidence.  

Parent Teacher Association Meeting for Term II was held 

on 04.03.23 at NSN Matriculation Higher Secondary 

School and on 11.03.2023 at NSN Memorial Senior Sec-

ondary School. The parent members and teacher repre-

sentatives participated in the meeting convened by the 

Principal. The Correspondent addressed the members 

highlighting the key areas focused by the school to 

achieve wholesome development of the students. The par-

ent members shared their suggestions as well as the are-

as for improvement pertaining to the levels represented by them.  

PTA MEETING-II 

PROJECT DAY(CBSE) 

Project Day was conducted at NSN Memorial School, on 

01.03.2023, for the students of PRE KG to Std. VI. Children 

displayed their creative projects on various topics and shared 

their learning experience with the students and teachers. Each 

class was given a particular topic on which various activities 

were conducted for the students for in depth knowledge of the topic. The following are 

the topics chosen for each class.  



CLASS TOPICS 

Pre KG Flowers 

LKG Seasons 

UKG Transports 

 I Healthy Food Habits 

II Dance forms 

III Water Animals 

IV Monuments of the World 

V Types of Force 

VI Electricity 

Overall, it was a memorable day for the students with lot of learning experiences.  

FUN DAY 

Fun Day was celebrated on 29.03.2023 by the Kindergarten stu-

dents. Children dressed up in their favorite attire and celebrated 

the Birthday Party of their Class Character. They sang songs and 

danced with great enthusiasm. It was a fun filled day for the stu-

dents and the teachers. 

PROJECT DAY (MATRIC) 

Project Day was conducted at NSN Matriculation Higher Secondary School, on 

24.03.2023, 26.03.2023 and 27.03.2023 for the students of KG to Std. VI. The Project 

Day aimed at expanding the horizon of the students with respect to the chosen topics 

as it gave them an opportunity to learn about India and three other countries.  The 

students shared their learning experience with their peer group and teachers. Each 

project was carried through with a variety of activities like show and tell, role play, 

PPT presentation, group discussion and finally culminated with a worksheet to assess 

their knowledge.  The following are the topics chosen for each class. 

CLASS TOPICS 

KG Community Helpers 

 I National Symbols 

II Traditional Houses 

III Types of Landforms 

IV Mineral Ores 

V Farming 

VI Conservation of Endangered Animals 

Certificates for full 

attendance for  

KG to XII 

2718 

 



Our students A. Yuktika of IX A, from NSN Matriculation Higher 

Secondary School and KA. Avantika of X F, from NSN Memorial 

Senior Secondary School featured in the panel discussion, which 

was conducted on 27th March 2023 by MiTran Global, along with 

Eminent educationists. They shared their thoughts on the topic - 

“What schools can implement to positively transform the minds of 

students in 2023-2024”. 

WoW Training session for select students was successfully 

completed on 17th March 2023. It was an interactive and 

an inquisitive session with enthusiastic young minds. Dur-

ing the sessions, the mentor and educator Ms. Megha Bajaj 

spoke to the participants about language, imbibing life 

skills, understanding oneself, and leadership skills.  

PANEL DISCUSSION 

Our Correspondent, Mrs. Chitra Prasad, was honoured by the Malayalee Association, 

Chromepet, on 12.03.2023, for her excellence in the field of ed-

ucation, making a difference to the student community for 

close to three decades. A charismatic, dynamic personality that 

she is,  she believes in unleashing the humongous boundless 

potential and aids in discovering the self. She is a passionate 

educationist who loves to be a "mom at school". Activities and 

curriculum in NSN is planned with the child as a nucleus of all 

the programs.  We, at NSN, have the privilege of experiencing her as she considers 

school as a "Temple of Transformation". 

Our Correspondent,  Mrs Chitra Prasad,  featured in a panel discussion on 13.03.2023 
on, "What can Schools Implement to Positively Transform Minds of Students in 2023-

24" by MITran Global.  The panelists shared their wisdom and provided insights to cre-
ate real value and takeaways for the audience.  

EMINENT WOMEN ACHIEVER AWARD CONFERRED TO THE CORRE-

SPONDENT - NSN GROUP OF SCHOOLS 

PRESENTATION OF RHAPSODY PLUS PROJECT BASED LEARNING 

BY STD VII & VIII 

Class VII students of NSN Group of Schools, presented a project on Tourism Develop-

ment in India that had 3 sections. Each section had one main area to RESEARCH, 

IDEATE, and finally, DESIGN, and developed into a plan. Also, they presented their 

models of Foldable houses. The main takeaways from this project are, a house can 

also focus on easy setups in different terrains, minimal usage of mechanisms to save 

costs and complexities and make the set up quick and possi-

ble for everybody. Class VIII students presented their project 

on the Internet of Things & Creativity, Empathy, and Inclu-

sive learning. Understanding international communications, 

equality, equity, and how communication policy has been 

designed keeping social equality in mind. 



HANDWRITING CONTEST FOR STD. I TO VIII: 

The Handwriting contest was conducted on 02.03.2023 for 

the students of Std. I to VIII. The objective of this competition 

was to encourage students to improve their calligraphy skills. 

This competition was organized in their respective classrooms 

wherein a content was given for each class within the time 

limit of ten minutes to write the content. Handwriting is an 

essential skill and an important exercise to improve their fine 

motor skills and confidence. The response of the students was 

very encouraging. Many of the students had put in their best foot forward to enhance 

their writing skills with neat presentation, spacing between words and letter formation. 

SESSION ON “EMOTIONAL MANAGEMENT” FOR THE STUDENTS OF 

STD. VI-VIII: 

A session on “Emotional Management” was conducted by the Student Counsellors for 

the students of Std. VI to VIII. It aimed to educate the students about how to manage 

their emotions and to provide them with certain important techniques which would 

allow them to do so. The session started with a brief introduction to emotions, types 

of emotions and ways to manage emotions. This session taught the students the three 

basic and important techniques on Visualization, Mindful breathing and Journaling. 

The students shared their past experiences which could make them understand the 

techniques taught in a better way. 

STUDENT COUNSELLOR SESSION  

MIKIDS focuses on developing the communication and conversational skill of the child 

as it gives a lot of scope for children to speak out through the modules, "Let's Learn and 

Let's Talk".  The mentors were oriented with the upgraded MIKIDS program which is 

integrated with other subjects like EVS and Math.  The Session was conducted by Mr. 

Prithvirajan on 25.03.2023 for the KG mentors. 

UNDERSTANDING STUDENT‟S PERSPECTIVE 

A session on “Understanding Student‟s Perspective” was conducted on 25.03.2023 for 

the mentors handling KG to XII. This session aimed to educate the mentors on under-

standing students from a healthy perspective that would facilitate healthy student-

mentor relationship. This session was based on the general concerns and positive feed-

back that were given by the students about their mentors throughout the academic 

year 2022-2023. Based on the concerns received, the ses-

sion enlightened the mentors on what the students actually 

feel about the way they teach and behave, which in turn 

helped the mentors to understand the student‟s perspective 

and also equip the mentors with techniques to handle the 

students with care. Few situations were discussed on being 

empathetic towards their emotions, being non- judgemen-

tal and impartial. The session was very interactive and in-

teresting. 

STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 



ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACCOLADES: 

 The following students have received Merit Certificates in the International Olympi-

ad (SOF). 1. Sherene R - IV A   2. Jessica Rachel S - VI A  3. Mehreen Fathima R - 

VII A 4. Srinidhi K - VII A 5. Thaneesha S - III C   6. Poornima B - III C   7. Sai 

Dharshan M - IV A. 

 Maukthika Mari M S of VII A has won "Certificate of Zonal Excellence" in the Inter-

national Olympiad (SOF) 

 RASHMITHA S of VIH - received the "CHAMPION" title in the 40th National Abacus 

Competition- Brain „o‟ brain fest 2022. 

CLEAN MY SCHOOL CAMPAIGN BY STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 

3/3/2023 

Sathya House  

10/3/2023 

Ahimsa House 

Certificates for 

Book review  

I to VIII  

403  

WILL POWER DRIVE 

17/3/2023 

Dharma House 

24/3/2023 

Karuna House 

To instill the value of keeping their surroundings clean, “Clean My School Campaign” 
is conducted every week.  The students and the teachers clean the campus as cleanli-

ness begins from keeping their immediate surroundings neat and clean. 



 SOF International – Social Studies Olympiad (ISSO) Exam Result as follows: -  

 

 KRISH MITHUN B (III B), BHAVESH KRISH N (IV A), PRANAVA M (IV E), 
MADHAVAN S (IV H), SANTHOSH P (V C) JEEBITHA P (VI E), HARESH V.A (VI H), 

VARUN AADHITHAN R (VI H), SMRITHI S (VII D) & RAESHMA B (IX A), –Gold Med-
al of Excellence. GAURI A (VI B) & HEMANTH K V (IX C) -Medal of Distinction.  

 

 SANJUVIGASINI S R of XI C has won Medal of Distinction in the International 
Commerce Olympiad (ICO). 

 
 S.Ragavendra of Std IV E has won 2nd prize in the 17th State level All Martial Arts 

Karate Championship organised by Rising Kempo Karate Association.   
 
 Received Merit Certificates in the International ENGLISH Olympiad-2nd Level  

(SOF). 1. ANIRUDH G VI-A   2. HAARIESON L VI-A 3. SNEKHITHA J K VI-B   4. 
NETHRA S VI-B 5. ANDREA SHERYL C VIII-C 6. RAESHMA B IX-A 7.SUDARSHAN 

D X-F 8.DEVANANDANA L XI-A. 
 

 Received Merit Certificates in the International SCIENCE Olympiad-2nd Level 
(SOF). 1. AGNEESHWAR A VI-E 2. KAUSIKA K V VII-E 3. RUKSHENAA S IX-A  

     4. AVANTIKA A D XII-B. 

 
 Received Merit Certificates in the International MATHEMATICS Olympiad- 2nd Lev-

el (SOF).1. SANJEEV U VI-A  2 .AMRIT MAHARANA VII-A  3. DIVYA LAKSHMI G 
VII-D 4. ADITHYA ARUNACHALAM IX-A  5. KARTHIK K XII-A . 

 
 Won "Certificate of Zonal Excellence" in the International ENGLISH Olympiad-2nd 

Level (SOF). 

     1. AGNEESHWAR A VI-E and 2. SMRITHI S VII-D 
 

 SANTINO LARRIS M S VIII-D has won "Certificate of Zonal Excellence" in the Inter-
national SCIENCE Olympiad-2nd Level (SOF).  

 
 SANTINO LARRIS M S VIII-D & 2. HARINI KANNATHAL S XI-B have won " Gifts 

Worth Rs. 500/- + Certificate of Zonal Excellence" in the International MATHE-

MATICS Olympiad-2nd Level (SOF).  
 

 Adhvik Eshvar N of III A & Jessica Rachel S of VI A have won Gold Medal in the 
International Social Studies Olympiad (ISSO).  

 SOF-National Cyber Olympiad Exam Results as follows: -  

      AMRITHA K A (V-D), DAKSHATASRI L (VI-A), ROHAN JOHN NAVIS A (VII-D), 

      SREYAA A (VIII-B) - Gold Medal of Excellence.  

      AGNEESHWAR A (VI-E) - Medal of Distinction. 

 SUDARSHAN D of XF - placed in the top one hundred students from CHENNAI re-

gion of CBSE in the Aryabhata Ganit Challenge 2022.  

 

 Apsaraa R of XII-A1, participated in the National Standard Examination in Biolo-

gy, 2022 (NSEB), conducted by the Association of Teachers in Biological Sciences, 

Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education, Tata Institute of Fundamental Re-

search, Mumbai and has been awarded the Certificate of Merit as STATE TOPPER, 

for having been placed among the top 1% of 2558 candidates from the State of 

Tamil Nadu.  



NSN is proud to connect with 

the alumni who have placed 

NSN on the world map. It is 

always a pleasure and a mo-

ment of pride to hear from 

our alumni. 

Google us: 

https://www.nsnschools.co

m 

Send us your testimonials: 

nsnmemtml@gmail.com 

nsncpttml@gmail.com 

Like us: 

Chromepet: 

https://www.facebook.com/N

SN-Chromepet-

1592419064336404/ 

 

Memorial: 

https://www.facebook.com/N

SN-Memorial-

448483598881140/?ref=page

_internal 

Follow us: 

Chromepet: 

https://www.instagram.c

om/nsnschoolcpt/ 

 

Memorial: 

https://www.instagram.c

om/nsnmemorial/ 
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